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ServiceFirstFlagpole.com

SERVICE FIRST

Service First is owned and operated by Parker McCumber, 
an OEF Veteran, who served with the 2nd Cavalry Regiment and 
1st Cavalry Division as a Forward Observer and Fire Support Section Chief.

Parker has also served several years in the Utah National Guard 
as a Targeting NCO, and is continuing his service and transitioning 
to officership with the Utah National Guard. We know the sacrifice 
service members make, and recognize their contributions to our 
great nation as we pay respect to our flag and all it represents. 

“I believe every American should be able to fly our nation’s flag 
proudly, and the mission of ServiceFirstProducts.com is to make it 
easy and affordable for everyone to have a beautiful flagpole in
 their yard and at their home.”

-Parker McCumber

Veteran owned & Operated Dream Flagpole Christmas Light 
Conversion Kit
Only available from Service First ™
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INSTRUCTIONSINSTRUCTIONS
Installing your Dream light A complete installation video is available 

at www.ServiceFirstFlagpole.com.
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These instructions will work for both Telescoping or Sectional Flagpoles.  There may
be slight differences between actual installation and the graphics/instructions below.

Lower or remove your flagpole from the ground sleeve so you can access the top of the flagpole.  
If you can’t access the top of your flagpole, see Halyard Adapter section. Remove the current finial 
(gold ball/eagle) and all flags from your flagpole.

Using the Star Bolt (D), thread a nut (E) 
on the upper and lower threads of the 
Bolt, add a washer and slide through the 
Light Distributor  (A), and screw securely 
to the top of your flagpole.  (see diagram 
below)  ***IMPORTANT** Hand tighten 
ONLY! 
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Install the Star Finial (C) onto the Star Bolt (D) and use Nut & Washer (E) to secure.  **Important** 
Hand tighten ONLY!  

Nut & Washer (E)

Star Finial (C)
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Star Finial (C)

Light
Distributor

4 Connect the Star Finial
power cord to the 
correlated power supply
coming from the Light
Distributor.

Distributor Light
Distributor
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If you have a telescoping flagpole 
extend each section until the flagpole 
is at the desired height.  If you have a 
Sectional Flagpole, with the help of
another adult raise the flagpole and 
place into the ground sleeve with the 
Dream lights installed. 
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The Large zip-tie (H) can be used to
secure the receiver to the flagpole. 
The receiver hangs from the Light 
Distributor and can be used to control
the lights without the remote control.
The button on the receiver functions 
like the Mode      button on the remote.

Untie and pull the strands away from the flagpole.  Temporarily 
stake the strands to the ground using the included tie-down 
stakes (F).  This will keep the strands from getting tangled. Raise 
or extend your flagpole. Re-adjust the stakes to the desired 
diameter and location. The included small zip-ties (G) can be used 
to ensure the light strands stay connected to the stakes if 
necessary. 

Spacing

Radius

**These are approximate distances and may vary depending on sleeve depth and installed pole height.   

You are able to choose the diameter of your Tree Light display. 
Below are some recommended distances according to flagpole 
height, however these are just suggestions.

The Dream lights are designed to fit flagpoles up to 30’ tall. If they are installed on a 
flagpole shorter than 30’, there will be some of the strand left on the ground.  The 
extra length can be bundled on the ground, arranged as a base around the pole or 
cut to a shorter length.  More information on cutting the strand can be found on 
next page.  

receiver

ARRANGING LIGHTS

Examples:

Arranging in a circle Arranging in X pattern

Here are a few ways you can arrange the extra strand length with your flagpole if you 
choose not to trim your Dream lights. 

When staking the light strands to the ground, ensure that the strand has some
play in it to account for flagpole sway. Staking the light strands too tight will 
put unnecessary stress on the light strands and may cause the strand to 
break as the flagpole moves. 

9’ radius
4’ spacing between light strands

20’ or less flagpoles

10’ radius
4.5’ spacing between light strands

25’ Flagpoles

11’ radius
5’ spacing between light strands

30’ Flagpoles



Each time the Mode button is pressed different colors or 
programs will begin. The color or program will remain until the 
Mode button is pressed again. 

Mode

Auto Mode
Pressing the Auto Mode button will begin a continuous
cycle of all colors and programs in order.  The cycle will loop 
after the last display is shown. 
Timer
By pressing the Timer button you can select between two 
different preset auto timers:

Press Once- LED on controller will flash Red 3 times and the 
lights will stay lit for 4 hours and then remain off for 20 hours 
before turning on again.
Press Twice LED on controller will flash Green 3 times and the 
lights will stay lit for 6 hours and then remain off for 18 hours 
before turning on again.
Press 3x- LED on controller will flash White 3 times and this 
will CANCEL all timers previously set. You will then need to 
turn on/off the lights manually. 

Note: If the Dream lights lose or are disconnected from power the timer will need to be restarted.

As explained previously, when the kit arrives the strand length is set to fit a 30’ Flagpole.  You can use the
lights at this length with any size flagpole and arrange the extra length of the strand as you choose. Or if 
you prefer the exact strand length for your size flagpole, you can trim the light strand to length.  Please be 
very cautious when trimming the lights.  Once they are cut they cannot be reconnected. 

Before trimming the 
light strands, make sure
you unplug the Dream
lights from power.  

Trimming the lights with 
the power connected
can result in electrical
shock and/or damage to
the Dream lights.

Measure the lights carefully
before cutting. Lights 
cannot be reconnected 
after trimming.

Service First is not 
responsible for errors 
made when trimming the
lights.
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MODE CONTROLTRIMMING LIGHTS
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Patriotic Mode
Pressing the Patriotic Mode button
will begin 5 light displays using
only Red, White and Blue colors.  
The 5 displays will loop after the 
last is shown. 
To set the timer specifically for the
Patriotic Mode, press the Patriotic
Mode button and then follow the 
timer instructions. 

Once you have selected the color or program you desire, use
the below instructions to set the timer.

You will need to add 2 AAA batteries to your remote
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REMOTE CONTROL PAIRING

1. Power off the Dream Lights
2. Press and Hold the Receiver button
3. Power on Dream lights while continuing to hold down the Receiver button
4. The lights will blink blue for 3 seconds
5. Release the receiver button
6. The lights will blink White
7. Press the Mode Button on the new controller
8. You are now paired.  Test controller function 
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When your Dream lights arrive your remote should already be paired to the receiver.  
Occasionally the remote will need to be reconnected (paired) to the receiver again. If your remote 
is having trouble communicating with the receiver, try to pair the remote again.

Timer
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Auto
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When unboxing the Dream lights for the first time, exercise extreme 
caution while removing the lights and accessories from the protective 
shipping wrap.  The dream lights have been carefully packed to avoid 
damage during shipping.  Use caution when removing the packaging
to avoid damaging the lights. 

Installation tips: Once you have the distributor installed on your 
flagpole and you are beginning to unwind the light strands, Use masking 
tape to hold the individual strands in place until all the strands are unwound 
and you are ready to stake them to the ground.  This will keep the strands 
from getting tangled as you raise your flagpole. 

Storing tips: Be extremely cautious when removing your Dream light system from your
flagpole.  Wind each strand carefully and use included velcro straps to hold together.
Ensure the lights and all parts are completely dried.  Package safely in the included 
storage case and store in dry location.

INSTALLATION TIPS

Replacement Parts:  Each light strand is connected separately from the distributor. If
for some reason an individual light or light strand is malfunctioning it can easily be 
replaced.

For replacement parts, please contact Service First or visit www.ServiceFirstFlagpole.com.

Masking tape
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(optional use) Halyard Adapter 
connect halyard
rope to flagpole
clip and raise. 
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Troubleshooting 

The Dream lights also come with a Halyard Adapter.  This adapter
is OPTIONAL and can be used if you cannot easily access the top 
of your halyard equipped flagpole.  Instructions: Attached adapter 
to the Dream lights as shown.  Attached the carabiner to your 
flagpole rope in the same way you would tie a flagpole clip to a 
halyard. (instructions on how to tie a flagpole clip can be found on 
our website). Raise the lights using the halyard (rope) to the top of the 
pole. Secure rope as normal to the flagpole cleat.

Flagpole
rope

Problem:
Light strand(s) is not lit up or colors are not matching the selected 
program.  
Answer:
Detached the affected string from the port.  Reattached again and tighten 
the connector. Test. If issue persists move to the next step.

Detached affected light string from the port.  Attach affected light string to a 
different port that is working properly. If the light string displays the same
problem while connected to a different working port, then the light string is 
defective and will need to be replaced. 

This test is meant to determine if the port or the light string is defective. 
Once that is determined, contact customer service for a replacement.

Designed in the USA
Made in P.R.C.

T: 385-985-7244
e: Contact@weareservicefirst.com
ServiceFirstFlagpole.com

Problem:
Light strand(s) is staying illuminated after the power is turned off.  
Answer:
Detached the affected string from the port.  Reattached again and tighten 
the connector. Test. If issue persists move to the next step.

The light strand will need to be replaced.  Contact customer service or visit 
our website for more information.    
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